Contractor Management
Are You Dealing with a Shady Contractor? If so, Hire Contractor Management!
Here are some true facts when dealing with contractors during a renovation project:
When it comes to dealing with contractors 78% of people have problems with their contractors
during renovation. Also, 92% of renovations projects have reported being over charged with cost
overrun and hidden cost. Most people end up paying 15% or 20% more on the actual agreed
project value given by their contractor. These numbers may look a bit intimidating. Not all
contractors are deceitful, but with these numbers it is hard to tell whether the contractor you
hire will uphold their end of the bargain. That is why you need someone who can supervise your
contractors. When you hire a contractor, you want to make sure that they do the job that you
expect them to do. That is where contractor management comes in. Contract management can
help maximize financial and operational performance and minimize risks for any renovation
project.
Contract management will not only supervise your contractors, but they can help you deal with
problems that you have with your contractor. Whether you are being overcharged, delayed in
work, or if the contractor is showing poor workmanship - contract management can oversee all of
it. Let’s face it, many people are too busy to manage and monitor their renovation works. That is
why it is beneficial to hire someone to supervise your contractors.
If you are in need of someone to supervise your contractors in Malaysia, call SUPERVISOR.MY.
SUPERVISOR.MY brings easy access and simplicity to renovation projects. They have benefited
many homeowners and corporations to-date with their Cost Saving Solution. Their approach is a
game-changer, where you pick what you want and pay for what service you use on an 'ala-carte
pay per use basis'.
Whether you need them during pre-renovation, during renovation or post renovation, they are
there to help. Learn more at www.SUPERVISOR.my
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